
An editorial in the New York Times of 28 December 1999 praises the US Veterans Administration (VA) hospital system for publicly reporting their medical errors. The VA reported 3000 medical mistakes resulting in 700 patient deaths during the 18 months up to the start of 1999. There will be strong pressure for all US hospitals to follow this painful path of public admission of error in spite of the threat of litigation. This expectation will not stop at the borders of the USA. Ernest Amory Codman, MD (1869–1940) has already “been there and done that”. He created his own “End Result Hospital” in Boston, Massachusetts, 1911–1917 where errors in diagnosis and treatment were recorded for every patient, all patients were followed years after discharge to evaluate the end results of care, and all this was publicly reported in the hospital’s annual report. For example: “Patient #18, Feb. 11, 1912. Female 38. Intermittent right-sided abdominal pain and no attack of jaundice. Pre-op. diag. - gallstones. Operation (Codman) - no gallstones. Appendix removed, not abnormal. Complications - mild sepsis in abdominal fat not delaying convalescence. Attack (of) malaria and paratyphoid fever. Parasite demonstrated. Result. July 24, 1916. Well, scar OK, minor complaints (error of diagnosis and error due to lack of care)”.1

All patients were described and followed in the same way to link the resulting health status back to errors in care. Always the controversialist, Codman sent copies of his annual reports to leading hospitals across the USA challenging them to do the same. He argued that prospective patients want to know the results of the care provided when they choose a hospital. Codman carried the logic of the basic idea of linking process and outcome throughout his work. As a medical student he and Harvey Cushing started anaeasthesia charting. Codman was a founder of the American College of Surgeons and chaired its End Result Committee which eventually evolved into today’s Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.

He was a surgical volunteer who helped to care for victims of the munitions ship explosion in Halifax, Nova Scotia on 6 December 1917 which killed 3000 people and injured 20 000 others. He closed his hospital (for ever, as it turned out) and left the next day to help. He kept end result cards on each patient there. To this day the City of Halifax gives a large Christmas tree each year to the City of Boston in thanks for those volunteers.

After serving as a military surgeon during World War I he returned to practice in Boston and started his registry of bone sarcoma which linked the process of care with outcomes. This became the forerunner of cancer registries.

Codman also made important contributions to surgery including his privately printed 1914 book, The Shoulder, the first medical book on this topic and now considered a classic.2 The first chapter of this book is Codman’s autobiography where he lists his publications as “Advertisements”. He thought most medical publications just reported good results on selected patients and not failures or the outcomes of all patients taken together. He said there was little to learn from success and much to learn from failure and error. The concluding chapter of this surgical text was about money and fees. He said that the economics of practice defines the care given and urged that every such text should include a chapter about the treatment consequences of medical business.

Codman and his wife Katy provided the Boston residence for Alice Hamilton MD, the first woman faculty member of Harvard Medical School and a founder of occupational health in the USA. They were both active in the woman’s peace movement along with Emily Balch, a relative by marriage who later won the Nobel Peace Prize for her work. Katy visited the jailed Sacco and Vanzetti who were supposed terrorists, executed for murder, and defended by many in America’s most famous trial of that era.

At long last we now have a superb full length and, in all likelihood, definitive biography of Codman written by William Mallon, an orthopaedic surgeon at Duke University, after a decade of research. Mallon’s years of work clearly show in his exhaustive search for records, getting the facts right, and covering the many diverse strands of Codman’s life. Codman said that his contributions would be forgotten after his death. When accepted several generations later. Mallon’s biography is helping to fulfill Codman’s prophecy.

If you care about quality of care evaluation, you should know about Codman. I strongly recommend Mallon’s biography to your attention.
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In today’s climate of practising evidence-based medicine (EBM), a concise guide to the best available evidence for effective health care is welcome. With dimensions nearly identical to the British National Formulary, Clinical Evidence would fit into the pocket of a white coat or onto the consulting room desk. It claims to provide a more “friendly” access to EBM than other sources such as the Cochrane Library or EBM journals, and is targeted at practising clinicians. With dense text and very few figures or tables, this is a book for reference rather than prolonged reading. However, it is well formatted and indexed, making it quick to find information on a particular subject. Each section begins with a useful summary of the condition addressed and of the key messages relevant to EBM. Specific conditions are dealt with in the context of questions, such as “Is tonsillec- tomy effective in severe tonsilitis in children and adults?” rather than systematic reviews, making the information more accessible.

Cardiovascular disease receives considerable attention, appropriate to the potential impact of EBM in this field. I found this section particularly useful, addressing areas such as treatment of hypercholesterolaemia in different patient groups and the evidence for the choice of antihypertensive agent. Such information, easily accessible during a clinic or on a ward round, will allow a more rational approach to treatment for busy clinicians, particularly in areas outside their specialist field.

The scope of the book is perhaps ambitious, covering fields of medicine as diverse as impacted wisdom teeth and constipation in childhood to secondary prevention of stroke. As such, it may appeal more to general practitioners than to hospital doctors for whom only a small proportion of the book will be relevant.

It is inevitable that such a compact volume omits many subjects. For instance, the section on neurological disorders deals with epilepsy but not the controversial area of treatment for multiple sclerosis. The compendium does not claim to be comprehensive, however; it is the first of a mammoth ongoing task to be updated and expanded every six months. The challenge will be to do this without increasing the size of the text, and this could be achieved by reducing the attention given to individual trials and reviews. These frequent updates will allow Clinical Evidence to overcome the greatest enemy of a printed text dealing with EBM—obsolescence.
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Society for Social Medicine

The Annual Scientific Meeting of the Society for Social Medicine will be held at the University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK on 6–8 September 2000. For further information please contact Professor Ian Harvey, School of Health, Policy & Practice, University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK (telephone: 01603 593548, fax: 01603 593604, email: Ian.Harvey@uea.ac.uk) or visit the Society’s website at www.dundee.ac.uk/sosocmed